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Multi-core chips are currently in the spotlight as a potential means to overcome the limits of frequency scaling for performance increases in processors. In this direction, the CSA group at the University of Amsterdam is investigating a new design for processors towards faster and more efficient general-purpose multi-core chips. However, this design changes the interface between the hardware and software, compared to existing chips, in ways that have not been dared previously. Consequently, the concepts underlying existing operating systems and compilers must be adapted before this new design can be fully integrated and evaluated in computing systems.

This dissertation investigates the impact of the changes in the machine interface on operating software and makes four contributions. The first contribution is a comprehensive presentation of the design proposed by the CSA group. The second contribution is formed by technology that demonstrates that the chip can be programmed using standard programming tools. The third contribution is a demonstration that the hardware components can be optimized by starting to implement operating software during the hardware design instead of afterwards. The fourth contribution is an analysis of which parts of the hardware design will require further improvements before it can be fully accepted as a general-purpose platform. The first conclusion is a confirmation that the specific design considered can yield higher performance at lower cost with relatively minimal implementation effort in software. The second conclusion is that the processor interface can be redefined while designing multi-core chips as long as the design work is carried out hand in hand with operating software providers.
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